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places the woman 's body in a cosmic cycle of decomposition and com
position by juxtaposing it with new pictures of a skeleton inhabited by 
a snake (joining the Conversation, 2011 ) and a skull with a spinal 
column (Unification of the Four Limbs, 2011 ). The inclusion of dis
sected flowers in some of the "Anatomy Chart" paintings, emphasizing 
the analogy between petals and innards, branches and veins, ensures 
the primitive tie with other living things suggested by human organs. 
Matsui's works, without romanticizing cruelty, confront the spectator 
with the sobering fact that life contains death, yet affirm the potential for 
survival and regeneration, even in organisms that seem near extinction. 

-Midori Matsui 

HONG KONG 

Will Kwan 
2P CONTEMPORARY ART GALLERY 

With all the current international economic woes from Ireland to 
Greece, from Japan to the United States, Hong Kong holds an excep
tional position. Largely autonomous since the UK handed it back to 
China in 1997, the city has accumulated a surplus equal to eighteen 
months' government spending. Statistics tell the story: The Hong Kong 
economy grew 5 percent last year; spending on education will increase 
7 percent this year; retail sales grew 23 percent in the past year; and, 
even as the government predicts economic growth will slow down 
because of the sluggish world economy, the city's budget remains bal
anced. Into these comfortable circumstances rushes Will Kwan's first 
exhibition in his native city. 

Kwan, who moved with his family to Toronto in 1981 at age three, 
has gained a following in the West by dressing down transnational 
corporate greed and political corruption. He has said, "I am interested 
in unpacking myths of universality; these forms that circulate visual 
culture that we see everywhere. Flags clocks envelopes." Clocks That 
Do Not Tell Time, 2008, the centerpiece of this exhibition, consists of 
eighteen standardized clocks arranged in a grid telling time around the 
world, evoking those that signify global reach in corporate lobbies. But 

Will Kwan, Untitled 
(Art I UN) , 2011, 
self-adhesive vinyl, 
57 % x26 %". 

rather than showing the time in New 
York, Tokyo, and Paris, it refers to such 
locations as Wilmington, Delaware (home 
to some 6,500 corporate headquarters 
taking advantage of its status as an 
onshore tax haven), and Tembagapura, 
an Indonesian city built in the 1960s to 
house the workers at the Gras berg mine, 
the world's largest gold mine and second
largest copper mine. Workers there went 
on strike last year asking for "revenue 
transparency" ; ultimately, police were 
called in and violence ensued. The instal
lation is designed to make us wonder 
why Tembagapura is cited rather than 
Paris or New York, and then help us dis
cover why. And this it does. But in Hong 
Kong, this sort of critique is drowned 
out by the city's incredible prosperity. 
Though Hong Kong is not immune to 
corruption- and has work to do toward 
offering better support to its elderly
residents of its public housing receive 
two months ' free rent and their electric 
bills are subsidized; last year every Hong 
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Kong resident received six thousand dollars from the government. K wan's 
default of critique sits uncomfortably next to the city's realpolitik. 

Kwan describes his work as the "visual representation of research," 
and it stands in the long shadow cast by projects such as Hans Haacke's 
Shapolsky et al. Manhattan Real Estate Holdings, A Real-Time Social 
System, as of May 1, 1971. The difference is that most of K wan's art in 
this exhibition and the work of others in his camp is not situated in real 
time when it comes to here-and-now Hong Kong; as a result, the sense 
of relevance flags. (Haacke's work is not only site-specific but, more 
important, time-specific-remember the last part of that title: A Real
Time Social System, as of May 1, 1971) K wan fares better in Untitled 
(Art I UN), 2011. Last May, Art Basel became the majority stakeholder 
in the Hong Kong Art Fair known as ART HK, and eventually ART 
HK will be rebranded as an Art Basel event. In this text-based work, 
Kwan hijacks Art Basel's visual identity and runs off a string of phrases 
like ART I UN COMPROMISED, ART I UNCATEGORIZED, ART I UNCAPITAL

IZED, ART I UNAUTHORIZED, and so on. He sparks speculation about what 
the Hong Kong art world could become were it not overtaken by the 
international-art-fair juggernaut. The city may have unknowingly sacri
ficed a part of its autonomy to become another cog in the global art 
market just at the moment when autonomy- cultural, political, eco
nomic, or otherwise- seems to be its greatest asset. 

MUMBAI 

Gyan Panchal 
AMRITA JHAVERI 

-Ronald jones 

There are circumstances when sticks and stones may break our bones, 
as the saying goes. Paris-based Gyan Panchal's show in Mumbai was 
not one of them. Here, such sturdy materials appeared curiously fragile. 
In bndus (all works 2012), the aforementioned "sticks"-actually 
three white-painted bamboo poles- were perched rather forlornly 
near a window. In wedhneumi, the bark of a palm tree emerged from 
a piece of yellowish paper on a wall, its shell-pink contours recalling 

the ruffled skirts of a soiled petticoat. 
Panchal's curious titles, by the way, 
are gleaned from his study of the Proto
Indo-European language reconstructed 
by linguists to aid their research into 
the roots of Asian and European dia
lects. Since the terms have no currency 
in everyday life and no fixed pronuncia
tion, he sees them as occupying the same 
marginal zone as his artworks. 

In preparation for his first solo show 
in Mumbai, Panchal took three weeks 
off to explore, scouring the city's 
streets, shops, and industries for inspi
ration. While the French-Indian sculp
tor is generally known for his use of 
crude oil (whose use in the ancient 
world fascinates him), for this exhibi
tion his partiality for that substance 
was held in check. In qotred 1, a rectan
gular piece of cloth hangs on a wall like 
an abstract painting, reminiscent of 
Rothko or his Indian counterpart, 
V. S. Gaitonde. It is, in fact, a lungi (the 
garment worn by South Asian men ) 

made with khaddar, the homespun fabric so dear to Mahatma GandhJ 
heart. At first, the textile was brown. After Panchal drained it of col< 
using bleach, it turned a dirty orange flecked with a mysterious purp 
blemish. Prettier, if less excitingly textured, is the baby-pink qotred. 
which could pass for a threadbare tablecloth. These down-at-he 
fabrics are unconscionably attractive, which led me initially to obje• 
to Panchal 's exhibition. It felt strange to see humble objects an 
materials- shards of vermilion granite in prai or the deep-green marb 
of pelom 1-so exquisitely displayed in a too-serene white ~ube. E 
making griminess gorgeous, wasn't Panchal discounting the reality < 

India's laboring millions? 
In the end, I think not. Aligning himself with the elevation of con 

monplace materials in Italian Arte Povera of the 1960s and '70s, Panch 
has charted his own path by rehabilitating the "poor" objects, devoi 
of function, that are deemed valueless by the "new" India. It is the pou 
of transition-from discarded object to high art-that Panchal che 
ishes, admitting that he wants to preserve "the moment when the obje• 
is in-between a raw material and a finished product." Since, in Indi; 
marble tends to be dyed in brilliant shades to accommodate local taste 
Panchal set out to reveal what lies beneath its artificial jewel-like hue 
In part, pelom 2 mimics a slab of malachite. We don't have to peer to 
closely, though, to distinguish uneven brushstrokes. By concentratin 
on the tactile quality of industrial rejects and unwanted objects, Panch; 
probes the processes of production and consumption. The jagged edge 
of three thin, long strips of gray-veined marble in cicami were pos 
tioned along the floor and a wall, lined up so that their ends almo: 
touch. A fourth section was relegated to a separate wall-standin 
alone, as if abandoned. Just as we might have been about to walk awa 
something seemed to happen: From a certain angle, all four fragmen· 
of marble lined up together to form an arc. And then, for an instan 
we glimpsed the sculpture as a whole. With Panchal, value depends l e~ 

on what we see than on how we look. 
-Zehra JumabhG 

WELLINGTON 

UProspect: New Zealand Art Now" 
CITY GALLERY 

Every few years, Wellington's City Gallery stages "Prospect" in a 
attempt to take the pulse of contemporary New Zealand art. Ford 
survey's fourth incarnation, curator Kate Montgomery made a sma 
but significant change was made to the show's subtitle, from "New AJ 
New Zealand" to "New Zealand Art Now." The tweak implied a mo1 
urgent engagement with the present. Montgomery had also learne 
from earlier versions, which were often noisy, overcrowded affairs. B 
contrast, her selection was extremely focused: sixteen artists, all bt 
three born between 1974 and 198?, thus neatly qualifying as "pro: 
peers." Montgomery's choices were also backed up by credentials; mo: 
have had an institutional show or residency, are in public collection 
or have international representation. So much promise, then, for s 
little reward: While it was aesthetically coherent and at times qu i1 
beautiful, "Prospect" produced a cumulative sleepiness, and a profoun 
silence about, well, nearly everything. 

Taken in isolation, there were great individual moments. Rut 
Buchanan's three works were excellent, including Older Lovers etc 
2007, a video that reclaims the legacy of painter Flora Scales and pial 
with the clunky way New Zealand artists learned art history before tl: 
digital era. Presented in Ciry Gallery's audi torium, it felt like an am< 
teur art-society lecture, with faded slides of New Zealand pain tin@ 
thunking into place, accompanied by an enigmatic text that appeare 



lanT 
Digital Politics 
by Robin Peckham 

ASSOCIATED 
Will Kwan 
2P Contemporary Art Gallery 
Shop 5, G/F Poga Bulding, 6-20 Po Tuck 
Street, Sai Ying Pun, Hong Kong , China 
December 8, 2011 -February 26, 2012 

Arriving at the elegantly quiet, largely residential alleyway on which the storefront gallery is situated, the 
visitor is first cued into the conceptual strategies of the Will Kwan solo project by the presence of a set of 
flags hanging over the glass door of the space. Hung, in a previous installation, at a density of one flag 
per building , here the pieces are clustered together tightly, forcing the viewer to first look questioningly 
from across the street before approaching for closer examination , turning one's head from side to side in 
order to distinguish the national and other identities signaled by these hanging objects. Ultimately, the 
viewer will find that these flags seem to be on fire , albeit in a very flat way: the artist has printed them on 
cloth by dredging up photographs of burning flags from stock sources for newsroom imaging, editing 
these original pictures into the appropriate angles and dimensions to produce the effect of a row of 
burning flags. This relationship to the materialized digital is highly engrossing, preparing the viewer in a 
rather dramatic way for the portion of the exhibition within the space. 

( Will Kwan , Study for Flame Test, 2009; Courtesy of2P Contemporary Art Gallery and the artist.) 

Aside from a rather dryly humorous shot over the bow of Art Basel , the exhibition consists of two largely 
textual installations that function as intellectual reconstructions of the more physical riddle contained 
within the tightly packed flags over the gallery window. One would first encounter a set of clocks hung in 
neat rows over the bulk of one wall , synchronized and set to a handful of different time zones 
corresponding to a series of locations captioned on metallic plaques hung beneath each clock. The 
typical viewer, this writer included, will not recognize the majority of these sites; we are told that they 
represent the "shadowy" sites of the global capitalist system. This may be true, but neither proof nor 
explanation seems particularly forthcoming . Further into the space the viewer finds a single larger metal 
sheet engraved with a series of names, largely either British or Germanic in origin . Those with more 
worldly experience than myself explain that these are the names of some of the partners at the most 
powerful law firms in Hong Kong and beyond, but, for this viewer, the list remains an enigma. Kwan's 
absorption in mapping the systems of global power is contagious; exiting the space, we take care to look 
over our shoulder and make sure that no one is following us. Left with an uncanny sense of being 
watched--and , more damningly, of being left out of something important--the exhibition imparts a 
lingering sense of paranoia . Well over a month later, I still cannot be certain of what is happening. 

- Robin Peckham 

( Image at top: Will Kwan , Flame Test, 2009; Courtesy of 2P Contemporary Art Gallery and the artist.) 

Posted by Robin Peckham on 1/30 
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